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During the flip-phone years, LG had a string of massive hits on Sprint ... and their predecessors like Alltel and Western Wireless. CDMA created a sort of walled garden in the US and parts of ...
LG to Close Mobile Phone Business
The end of LG's 20-year mobile phone business in the US is the true ... and their predecessors (the likes of Alltel and Western Wireless). CDMA created a sort of walled garden in the US and ...
The 10 Weirdest, Bravest LG Phones
This new phone gives customers a customizable touch-screen display, full HTML Web browser and an intuitive interface. Alltel is also offering the LG Rhythm, a music phone, for $49.99 after mail-in ...
Alltel launches holiday campaign for My Circle offering
Although this is a clamshell design and does not have a lot of features that the LG Wine has. The UX300 is a workhorse and very basic phone that delivers when used. I have not had a problem with ...
LG AX-300 / UX-300
“Alltel is committed to offering customers stylish and innovative phones, and the BlackBerry Pearl ... compact device with a slide-out keyboard; and the LG Rhythm™, allowing customers to ...
Alltel launches the BlackBerry Pearl Flip 8230
Unlike land-line phones that work with any local telephone ... while the CDMA network carries Alltel, Sprint PCS, and Verizon Wireless. Nextel is the only U.S. supporter of the iDEN system.
Can You Buy a Cell Phone From Any Company and Use It With Your Current Plan?
there's plenty to love and not much to dislike - it's a world better than the previous phone, which was on it's last legs thanks to me. My wife has the LG AX8600... we both use Alltel in Southwest ...
Samsung SCH-R500 Hue
Depending on the provider, you may need to include a copy of your most current toll-free phone bill. Wait for the transfer process to complete. After submitting the RespOrg form, it usually takes ...
How to Transfer a Toll-Free Number to Another Company
Well, this was slightly unexpected. AT&T has announced that they will completely acquire the Alltel brand, to include all of their 585,000 customers and... So what's a company to do after the deal ...
Tag: merger
US Cellular has announced that they are going to be releasing two new Android devices, the LG Genesis and the HTC Merge. Alltel's lineup of Android phones has now reached six devices total ...
Tag: merge
Real-time sports scores, stats and news on your favorite sports and teams delivered to your mobile phone... Now, with new personalization features to get you the info you want, how you want it.
ESPN Wireless Products
Notice a bug? Let us know here.
Current Android Paid Market Support
All new messages are then sent to the phone’s email address. th0mas has provided enough information so that this script could be easily expanded. It looks like a decent introduction to PERL as ...
Forward RSS Feeds To Your Cellphone
The population is at or near its peak. Absent different policies, women and rural citizens look likely to bear the burden of decline. In his first address to a joint session of Congress ...
Bloomberg Politics
The end of LG's 20-year mobile phone business in the US is the true ... and their predecessors (the likes of Alltel and Western Wireless). CDMA created a sort of walled garden in the US and ...
The 10 Weirdest, Bravest LG Phones
During the flip-phone years, LG had a string of massive hits on Sprint ... and their predecessors like Alltel and Western Wireless. CDMA created a sort of walled garden in the US and parts of ...
LG to Close Mobile Phone Business
This new phone gives customers a customizable touch-screen display, full HTML Web browser and an intuitive interface. Alltel is also offering the LG Rhythm, a music phone, for $49.99 after mail-in ...
Alltel launches holiday campaign for My Circle offering
The end of LG's 20-year mobile phone business in the US is the true end of an era. We'll be creatively poorer for it. I have a strong affection for LG. Some of the first photos of my daughter were ...
The 10 Weirdest, Bravest LG Phones
During the flip-phone years, LG had a string of massive hits on Sprint ... and their predecessors like Alltel and Western Wireless. CDMA created a sort of walled garden in the US and parts of ...
LG to Close Mobile Phone Business
The end of LG's 20-year mobile phone business in the US is the true ... and their predecessors (the likes of Alltel and Western Wireless). CDMA created a sort of walled garden in the US and ...
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